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Abstract
The great success of Transformer-based mod-
els benefits from the powerful multi-head self-
attention mechanism, which learns token de-
pendencies and encodes contextual informa-
tion from the input. Prior work strives to at-
tribute model decisions to individual input fea-
tures with different saliency measures, but they
fail to explain how these input features interact
with each other to reach predictions. In this
paper, we propose a self-attention attribution
algorithm to interpret the information interac-
tions inside Transformer. We take BERT as an
example to conduct extensive studies. Firstly,
we extract the most salient dependencies in
each layer to construct an attribution graph,
which reveals the hierarchical interactions in-
side Transformer. Furthermore, we apply self-
attention attribution to identify the important
attention heads, while others can be pruned
with only marginal performance degradation.
Finally, we show that the attribution results can
be used as adversarial patterns to implement
non-targeted attacks towards BERT.
1 Introduction
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) is one of state-
of-the-art model architectures in NLP. For ex-
ample, most pre-trained language models (Rad-
ford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al.,
2019; Joshi et al., 2019; Dong et al., 2019; Yang
et al., 2019; Clark et al., 2020; Bao et al., 2020)
choose stacked Transformer as the backbone net-
work, which has shown strong performance across
a variety of downstream tasks. Their great success
stimulates broad research on interpreting the inter-
nal black-box behaviors.
Some prior efforts aim at analyzing the self-
attention weights generated by Transformer (Clark
et al., 2019; Kovaleva et al., 2019). In contrast,
∗Contribution during internship at Microsoft Research.
some other work argues that self-attention dis-
tributions are not directly interpretable (Serrano
and Smith, 2019; Jain and Wallace, 2019; Brun-
ner et al., 2020). Another line of work strives
to attribute model decisions back to input to-
kens (Sundararajan et al., 2017; Mudrakarta et al.,
2018; Shrikumar et al., 2017; Binder et al., 2016).
However, most previous attribution methods fail
on revealing the information interactions between
the input words and the compositional structures
learnt by the network.
To address the above issues, we propose a self-
attention attribution algorithm (ATTATTR) based
on integrated gradient (Sundararajan et al., 2017).
We conduct experiments for BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) because it is one of the most representa-
tive Transformer-based models. Notice that our
method is general enough, and can be applied
to other Transformer networks without significant
modifications. Results show that our method well
indicates the information flow inside Transformer,
which makes the self-attention mechanism more
interpretable.
Firstly, we identify the most important attention
connections in each layer using ATTATTR. We
find that attention weights do not always correlate
well with their contributions to the model predic-
tion. We then introduce an algorithm to construct
attribution graphs, which discovers the informa-
tion flow inside Transformer. Surprisingly, the
compositional structures acquired by the model
accords well with human intuitions. In addition,
a quantitative analysis is applied to justify how
much the edges of an attribution graph contribute
to the final prediction.
Next, we use ATTATTR to identify the most im-
portant attention heads and perform head prun-
ing. The derived algorithm achieves competitive
performance compared with the Taylor expansion
method (Michel et al., 2019). Moreover, we find
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that the important heads of BERT are roughly con-
sistent across different datasets as long as the tasks
are homogeneous.
Finally, we extract the interaction patterns that
contribute most to the model decision, and use
them as adversarial triggers to attack BERT-based
models. We find that the fine-tuned models tend to
over-emphasize some word patterns to make the
prediction, which renders the prediction process
less robust. For example, on the MNLI dataset,
adding one adversarial pattern into the premise can
drop the accuracy of entailment from 82.87%
to 0.8%. The results show that ATTATTR not only
can interpret the model decisions, but also can be
used to find anomalous patterns from data.
The contributions of our work are as follows:
• We propose to use self-attention attribution
to interpret the information interactions inside
Transformer.
• We present how to derive interaction graphs
based on attribution scores, which visualizes the
compositional structures learnt by Transformer.
• We conduct extensive studies for BERT. We
show that the proposed attribution method can
be used to prune self-attention heads, and con-
struct adversarial triggers.
2 Related Work
The internal behaviors of NNs are often treated
as black boxes, which motivates the research on
the interpretability of neural models. Some work
focus on attributing predictions to the input fea-
tures with various saliency measures, such as
DeepLift (Shrikumar et al., 2017), layer-wise rel-
evance propagation (Binder et al., 2016), and Inte-
grated Gradients (IG; Sundararajan et al. 2017).
Specific to the NLP domain, Murdoch and
Szlam (2017) introduce a decomposition method
to track the word importance in LSTM (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997). Murdoch et al. (2018)
extend the above method to contextual decom-
position in order to capture the contributions of
word combinations. Mudrakarta et al. (2018) ap-
ply IG on several question answering systems and
demonstrates the model makes the right decision
but for the wrong reason.
Another strand of previous work generates the
hierarchical explanations, which aims at revealing
how the features are composed together. Jin et al.
(2020) propose a formal way to quantify context
independent importance of individual features for
hierarchical explanations. Chen et al. (2020) con-
struct top-down hierarchical explanations via fea-
ture interaction detection. However, they both de-
tect interaction within contiguous chunk of input
tokens.
The attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al.,
2015) rises another line of work. The attention
weights generated from the model indicate the de-
pendency between two words intuitively, but Jain
and Wallace (2019) and Serrano and Smith (2019)
draw the same conclusion that they largely do not
provide meaningful explanations for model pre-
dictions and observe gradient-based rankings of
attention weights better predict their effects than
their magnitudes. However, Wiegreffe and Pinter
(2019) propose several alternative tests to deter-
mine when and whether the attention can be used
as explanation and conclude that prior work does
not disprove the usefulness of attention mecha-
nisms for interpretability. Furthermore, Ghaeini
et al. (2018) aim at interpreting the intermediate
layers of NLI models by visualizing the saliency
of attention and LSTM gating signals.
For Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), Clark
et al. (2019) propose the attention-based visu-
alization method and the probing classifier to
explain the behaviors of BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019). Brunner et al. (2020) study the identifiabil-
ity of attention weights of BERT and shows that
self-attention distributions are not directly inter-
pretable. Moreover, some work extracts the latent
syntactic trees from hidden representations (He-
witt and Manning, 2019; Rosa and Marecek, 2019;
Coenen et al., 2019) and attention weights (Mare-
cek and Rosa, 2019).
3 Background
3.1 Transformer
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) is a model
architecture relying on the attention mechanism.
Given input tokens {xi}|x|i=1, we pack their word
embeddings to a matrix X0 = [x1, · · · , x|x|]. The
stacked L-layer Transformer computes the final
output via X l = Transformerl(X l−1), l ∈ [1, L].
The core component of a Transformer block is
multi-head self-attention. The h-th self-attention
head is described as:
Qh = XW
Q
h , K = XW
K
h , V = XW
V
h (1)
Ah = softmax(
QhK
ᵀ
h√
dk
) (2)
Hh = AttentionHead(X) = AhVh (3)
where Q,K ∈ Rn×dk , V ∈ Rn×dv , and the score
Ai,j indicates how much attention token xi puts on
xj . There are usually multiple attention heads in a
Transformer block. The attention heads follow the
same computation despite using different parame-
ters. Let |h| denote the number of attention heads
in each layer, the output of multi-head attention is
given by:
MultiH(X) = [H1, · · · , H|h|]W o
where W o ∈ R|h|dv×dx , [·] means concatenation,
and Hi is computed as in Equation (3).
3.2 BERT
We conduct all experiments on BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019), which is one of the most success-
ful applications of Transformer. The pretrained
language model is based on bidirectional Trans-
former, which can be fine-tuned towards down-
stream tasks. Notice that our method can also be
applied to other multi-layer Transformer models
with few modifications. The input embeddings of
BERT contain three parts: token embeddings, seg-
ment embeddings and position embeddings. For
single input, a special token [CLS] is added to
the beginning of the sentence, and another token
[SEP] is added to the end. For pairwise input,
[SEP] is also added as a separator between the
two sentences. When BERT is fine-tuned on clas-
sification tasks, a softmax classifier is added on
top of the [CLS] token in the last layer to make
predictions.
4 Methods
Figure 1a shows attention scores of one head in
fine-tuned BERT. We observe that the attention
score matrix is quite dense, although only one of
twelve heads is plotted. It poses a huge burden
on us to understand how words interact with each
other within Transformer. Moreover, even if an
attention score is large, it does not mean the pair
of words is important to model decisions. In con-
trast, we aim at attributing model decisions to self-
attention relations, which tends to assign higher
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Figure 1: Attention score (left) and attribution score
(right) of a single head in BERT. The color is darker
for larger values. The model prediction for the sen-
tence from MNLI dataset is contradict. ATTATTR
tends to identify more sparse word interactions that
contribute to the final model decision.
scores if the interaction contributes more to the fi-
nal prediction.
4.1 Self-Attention Attribution
Given input sentence x, let Fx(·) represent the
Transformer model, which takes the attention
weight matrixA (Equation (2)) as the model input.
Inspired by Sundararajan et al. (2017), we manip-
ulate the internal attention scores A¯, and observe
the corresponding model dynamics Fx(A¯) to in-
spect the contribution of word interactions. As the
attribution is always targeted for a given input x,
we omit it for the simplicity of notations.
Let us take one Transformer layer as an exam-
ple to describe self-attention attribution. Our goal
is to calculate an attribution score for each atten-
tion connection. For the h-th attention head, we
compute its attribution score matrix as:
A = [A1, · · · , A|h|]
Attrh(A) = Ah 
∫ 1
α=0
∂F(αA)
∂Ah
dα ∈ Rn×n
where  is element-wise multiplication, Ah ∈
Rn×n denotes the h-th head’s attention weight ma-
trix (Equation (2)), and ∂F(αA)∂Ah computes the gra-
dient of model F(·) along Ah. The (i, j)-th ele-
ment of Attrh(A) is computed for the interaction
between input token xi and xj in terms of the h-th
attention head.
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Figure 2: Examples of attribution graphs. (a) and (c) are from MNLI, whose BERT predictions are entailment
and contradiction, respectively. (b) and (d) are from SST-2, which are both predicted as positive by
BERT. The grey words from the inputs do not appear in the attribution graphs.
The starting point (α = 0) of the integration
represents that all tokens do not attend to each
other in a layer. When α changes from 0 to 1,
if the attention connection (i, j) has a great influ-
ence on the model prediction, its gradient will be
salient, so that the integration value will be corre-
spondingly large. Intuitively, Attrh(A) not only
takes attention scores into account, but also con-
siders how sensitive model predictions are to an
attention relation.
The attribution score can be efficiently com-
puted via Riemman approximation of the inte-
gration (Sundararajan et al., 2017). Specifically,
we sum the gradients at points occurring at suffi-
ciently small intervals along the straightline path
from the zero attention matrix to the original at-
tention weight A:
˜Attrh(A) =
Ah
m

m∑
k=1
∂F( kmA)
∂Ah
(4)
where m is the number of approximation steps. In
our experiments, we set m to 20, which performs
well in practice.
Figure 1 is an example about the attention score
map and the attribution score map of a single
head in fine-tuned BERT. We demonstrate that
the larger attention score does not mean the more
contribution to the final prediction. The attention
scores between the [SEP] token and other tokens
are relatively large, but they obtain little attribu-
tion scores. The prediction of the contradict
class attributes most to the connections between
“don’t” in the first segment and “I know” in the
second segment, which is more explainable.
4.2 Attribution Graph Construction
After computing self-attention attribution scores,
we can know the interactions between the input
words in each layer and how they attribute to the
final prediction. We then propose an attribution
graph construction algorithm to aggregate the in-
teractions. In other words, we build a graph to
indicate how information flows from input tokens
to the final predictions. We argue that such visu-
alization can provide insights to understand what
dependencies Transformer tends to capture.
For each layer l, we first calculate self-attention
Algorithm 1 Attribution Graph
Input: {El}|l|l=1: Retained attribution edges
Output: V, E : Node set and edge set of Attr graph
1: . Add the terminal of the information flow
2: V ← {[CLS]}
3: . Traverse from the last layer
4: for l← |l|, · · · , 1 do
5: . Sort attribution edges according to ali,j
6: for (i, j)l ∈ sort(El) do
7: . Remove duplicated and reversed edges
8: if (i·, j·) ∈ E or (j·, i·) ∈ E then
9: continue
10: . Add the edge and the corresponding nodes
11: E ← E ⋃{(il, jl−1)}
12: V ← V⋃{il, jl−1}
13: . Connect the same tokens with different depths
14: E ← E ⋃ {(i·, i·)}i∈V
15: return G = {V, E}
attribution scores of different heads. Then we sum
them up over the heads, and use the results as the
l-th layer’s attribution:
Attr(Al) =
|h|∑
h=1
Attrh(A
l) = [ali,j ]n×n
where larger ali,j indicates more important interac-
tion between xi and xj in terms of the final model
predictions.
The construction of the attribution graph is a
trade-off between maximizing the summation of
attribution scores and minimizing the number of
edges in the graph. The objective is defined as:
Graph = arg max
{El}|l|l=1
|l|∑
l=1
∑
(i,j)∈El
ali,j − λ
|l|∑
l=1
|El|,
El ⊂ {(i, j)| a
l
i,j
max(Attr(Al))
> τ}
where |El| represents the number of edges in the l-
th layer, λ is a trade-off weight, and the threshold
τ is used to filter the interactions with relatively
large attribution scores in each layer.
Rather than solving a combinatorial optimiza-
tion problem, we use a heuristic top-down method
to add these edges to the attribution graph accord-
ing to some specific rules:
• We build the graph from the top layer to the bot-
tom layer. In each layer, we sort the edges El in
descending order according to their attribution
scores ali,j .
• Every node has an edge which connects to itself
in the previous layer, i.e., (i, i) ∈ El, because
there are residual connections in Transformer.
• Remove duplicated edges and reversed edges
from top to bottom to prevent the repeated in-
formation flow, i.e. if the edge (i, j) ∈ El, then
remove (i, j) and (j, i) in E1...(l−1).
• If the [SEP] token is a leaf node, we omit it in
the attribution graph, because the special delim-
iter does not represent word meaning.
The process is detailed in Algorithm 1.
5 Experiments
We employ BERT-base-cased1 in our experiments.
The number of BERT layers |l| = 12, the num-
ber of attention heads in each layer |h| = 12, and
the size of hidden embeddings |h|dv = 768. Our
method can also be applied to other Transformer-
based models without significant modifications.
We perform BERT fine-tuning and conduct
experiments on four downstream classification
datasets: Multi-genre Natural Language Inference
Corpus (MNLI; Williams et al. 2018), Recogniz-
ing Textual Entailment (RTE; Dagan et al. 2006;
Bar-Haim et al. 2006; Giampiccolo et al. 2007;
Bentivogli et al. 2009), Stanford Sentiment Tree-
bank (SST-2; Socher et al. 2013), and Microsoft
Research Paraphrase Corpus (MRPC; Dolan and
Brockett 2005). We use the same data split as
in (Wang et al., 2019). The accuracy metric is
used for evaluation. When fine-tuning BERT, we
follow the settings and the hyper-parameters sug-
gested in (Devlin et al., 2019).
5.1 Information Flow Inside Transformer
We use the method described in Section 4.2 to gen-
erate attribution graphs.
Settings We set τ = 0.4 for layers l < 12. The
larger τ tends to generate more simplified graphs,
which contains the more important part of the in-
formation flow. Because the special token [CLS]
is the terminal of the information flow for classifi-
cation tasks, we set τ to 0 for the last layer. We ob-
serve that almost all connections between [CLS]
and other tokens in the last layer have positive at-
tribution scores with respect to model predictions.
Case Studies As shown in Figure 2, the two at-
tribution graphs are from MNLI and SST-2, re-
spectively. The attribution graph Figure 2a is
generated from MNLI, whose golden label is
entailment. At the bottom of Figure 2a, we
1github.com/google-research/bert
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Figure 3: Effectiveness analysis of ATTATTR. The blue
and red lines represent pruning attention heads accord-
ing to attribution scores, and attention scores, respec-
tively. The solid lines mean the attention heads with
the smallest values are pruned first, while the dash lines
mean the largest values are pruned first. The results
show that ATTATTR better indicates the importance of
attention heads.
find that the interactions are more local, and most
information flows are concentrated within a sin-
gle sentence. The information is hierarchically
aggregated to “supplement” and “extra” in each
sentence. Then the information in the “extra” to-
ken flows to the “supplement” token. The “sup-
plement” token aggregates the information in the
first sentence and “add something extra” in the
second sentence, these two parts “supplement”
and “add something extra” have strong semantic
relevance. Finally, all the information flows to
the terminal token [CLS] to make the prediction
entailment. The attribution graph interprets
how the input words interacts with each other, and
reach the final prediction, which makes model de-
cisions more interpretable.
Figure 2b is an example from SST-2, whose
golden label is positive, correctly predicted by
the model. From Figure 2b, we observe that in-
formation in the first part of the sentence “seldom
has a movie so closely” is aggregated to the “has”
token. Similarly, information in the other part of
the sentence “the spirit of a man and his work”
flows to the “spirit” token, which has strong posi-
tive emotional tendencies. Finally, with the feature
interactions, all information aggregates to the verb
“matched”, which gives us a better understanding
of why the model makes the specific decision.
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Figure 4: Distance distribution of interactions extracted
by the attribution graph in each layers. The average
receptive field is marked in the plot.
Effectiveness Analysis We conduct a quantita-
tive analysis to justify the self-attention edges with
larger attribution scores contribute more to the
model decision. We prune the attention heads in-
crementally in each layer according to their attri-
bution scores with respect to the golden label and
record the performance change. We also establish
a baseline that prunes attention heads with their
average attention scores for comparison.
Experimental results are presented in Figure 3,
we observe that pruning heads with attributions
scores conduces more salient changes on the per-
formance. Pruning only two heads within every
layer with the top-2 attribution scores can cause an
extreme decrease in the model accuracy. In con-
trast, retaining them helps the model to achieve
nearly 97% accuracy. Even if only two heads
are retained in each layer, the model can still
have a strong performance. Compared with at-
tribution scores, pruning heads with average at-
tention scores are less remarkable on the perfor-
mance change, which proves the effectiveness of
our method.
Receptive Field The self-attention mechanism
is supposed to have the ability to capture long-
range dependencies. In order to better understand
the layer-wise effective receptive field in Trans-
former, we plot the distance distribution of interac-
tions extracted by the attribution graph. As shown
in Figure 4, we observe that for the paired input
of MNLI, the effective receptive field is relatively
local in the first two layers and the 6-8th layers,
while are more broad in the top three layers. For
the single input of SST-2, the effective receptive
field is monotonically increasing along with the
layer number. Generally, the effective receptive
field in the second layer is more restricted, while
the latter layers extract more broad dependencies.
5.2 Attention Head Pruning
According to the previous section, only a small
part of attention heads contribute to the final pre-
diction, while others are less helpful. This leads
us to the research about identifying and pruning
the unimportant attention heads.
Head Importance The attribution scores indi-
cate how much a self-attention edge attributes to
the final model decision. So the important atten-
tion heads should have larger attribution scores.
We define the importance of an attention head as:
Ih = Ex[max(Attrh(A))] (5)
where x is sampled from the held-out set, and
max(Attrh(A)) is the maximum attribution value
of the h-th attention head. Notice the attribution
value of a head is computed with respect to the
probability of the golden label on a held-out set.
We compare our method with other impor-
tance metrics based on the accuracy difference and
the Taylor expansion, which are both proposed
in (Michel et al., 2019). The accuracy difference
of an attention head is the accuracy margin before
and after pruning the head. The method based on
the Taylor expansion defines the importance of an
attention head as:
Ih = Ex
∣∣∣∣Aᵀh∂L(x)∂Ah
∣∣∣∣ (6)
where L(x) is the loss function of example x, and
Ah is the attention score of the h-th head as in
Equation (2).
For all three methods, we calculate Ih on 200
examples sampled from the held-out dataset. Then
we sort all the heads according to the importance
metrics. The less important heads are first pruned.
Results of Head Pruning Figure 5 describes
the evaluation results of head pruning on differ-
ent datasets. The solid red lines represent pruning
heads based on our method ATTATTR. We ob-
serve that pruning head with attribution score is
much better than the accuracy difference baseline.
Moreover, the pruning performance of ATTATTR
is basically competitive with the Taylor expansion
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Figure 5: Evaluation accuracy as a function of head
pruning proportion. The attention heads are pruned ac-
cording to the accuracy difference (baseline; dash yel-
low), the Taylor expansion method (Michel et al. 2019;
solid red), and ATTATTR (this work; solid blue).
method. On the MNLI dataset, when only 10%
attention heads are retained, our method can still
achieve approximately 60% accuracy, while the
accuracy of the Taylor expansion method is about
40%. But our method is slightly worse on MRPC
compared with Taylor expansion.
Universality of Important Heads Previous re-
sults are performed on specific datasets respec-
tively. Besides identifying the most important
heads of Transformer, we investigate whether the
important heads are consistent across different
datasets and tasks. The correlation of attribution
scores of attention heads between two different
datasets is measured by the Pearson coefficient.
As described in Figure 6, no matter whether two
datasets are in the same domain (e.g., MNLI, and
RTE), or in the different domains (e.g., MNLI,
and MRPC), as long as the tasks are homoge-
neous, the important attention heads are highly
correlated. However, SST-2 is uncorrelated with
the other three datasets, because both its input for-
mat and the task are different from others.
5.3 Adversarial Attack
We demonstrate that the model decision attributes
more to the attention connections with larger attri-
bution scores. We observe that the model tends to
over-emphasize some individual patterns to make
the prediction, while omitting most of the input.
We then use the over-confident patterns as adver-
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Figure 6: Correlation of attribution scores of different
attention heads between datasets. Each point repre-
sents the attribution scores of a single attention head
on two datasets. The datasets of homogeneous tasks
are strongly correlated, which implies the same subset
of attention heads are fine-tuned for similar tasks.
sarial triggers to attack the BERT model.
Trigger Construction We extract the attention
dependencies with the largest attribution scores
from the input sentence, and employ these pat-
terns to construct the adversarial triggers (Wallace
et al., 2019). During the attack, the adversarial
triggers are inserted into the test input, which can
disturb the original decision procedure. Because
the word representations are composed of three
parts, namely, word embedding, segment embed-
ding, and position embedding. When adding trig-
gers to unseen instances, we place them at the
same relative position, and the same segment as
in the original sentence.
The specific attack process is shown in Figure 7.
The two patterns “floods-ice” and “Iowa-Florida”
contribute most to the prediction contradict
in the source sentence, which is identified by at-
tention attribution. Next we employ them as the
trigger to attack other examples, the model predic-
tions flip from both neutral and entailment
to contradict. The construction of the adver-
sarial triggers relies on attribution scores, which
utilizes the gradient information of the model.
Therefore our method belongs to white-box non-
targeted attacks.
We extract the dependencies with the largest at-
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Prediction:  Entailment → Contradiction
[CLS] We also have found floods that leading organizations s 
Iowa ##tri ##ve to ensure that their core processes efficiently 
and effectively support mission - related outcomes . [SEP]
Leading organizations want to Florida be sure their ice
employees are safe . [SEP]
Prediction:  Neutral → Contradiction
Source Trigger
Prediction:  Contradiction
At
ta
ck
Attack
Figure 7: We use ATTATTR to extract the trigger
(i.e., highlighted word patterns) from the MNLI in-
stance that is labeled as contradict. After adding
the adversarial trigger to the examples in other cate-
gories, the model predictions flip from neutral and
entailment to contradict.
tribution scores as the adversarial triggers from
3,000 input examples. Each trigger contains less
than five tokens. The score of a trigger is defined
as the maximum attribution value identified within
it. When attacking the BERT model on SST-2,
we exclude the words with the obvious emotional
tendencies (such as “disgust” for negative trig-
gers), so that the extracted patterns are adversarial
triggers. We use a lexicon2 to blacklist the senti-
ment words.
Results of Attack We conduct the adversarial
attacks on multiple datasets. The top-3 adversar-
ial triggers for MNLI and SST-2 are listed in Ta-
ble 1. We report the attack results with these trig-
gers in Table 2. For MNLI, after inserting the
words (“with”, and “math”) to the second segment
of the input sentences, the model accuracy of the
entailment class drops from 82.87% to 0.8%.
For SST-2, adding the top-1 adversarial trigger to
the input causes nearly 50% positive examples
to be misclassified.
Analysis of Triggers For both MNLI and RTE,
the entailment class is more vulnerable than
others, because the current models and data seem
to heavily rely on word matching, which would
result in spurious patterns. Moreover, we also ob-
serve that the trigger is sensitive to the insertion or-
2www.cs.uic.edu/˜liub/FBS/
sentiment-analysis.html
MNLI SST-2
contradict entailment neutral positive negative
Trigger1 {also, sometimes, S} {with, math} {floods, Iowa,ice, Florida} {[CLS], nowhere} {remove, ##fies}
Trigger2 {nobody, should, not} {light, morning} {never, but} {but, has, nothing} {not, alien, ##ate}
Trigger3 {do, well, Usually, but} {floods, Iowa,ice, Florida}
{Massachusetts,
Mexico} {offers, little} {##reshing, ##ly}
Table 1: Top-3 adversarial triggers for the MNLI and SST-2 datasets. Each trigger contains less than 5 tokens.
The tokens are inserted into input sentences at the specific positions for non-targeted attacks. We omit the tokens’
positions in the table for brevity.
MNLI SST-2 MRPC RTE
contra- entail- neutral pos- neg- equal not- entail- not-
Baseline 84.94 82.87 82.00 92.79 91.82 90.32 72.87 72.60 65.65
Trigger1 34.17 0.80 34.77 54.95 72.20 29.39 51.94 9.59 59.54
Trigger2 39.81 1.83 47.36 59.68 74.53 32.62 55.04 11.64 62.50
Trigger3 41.83 2.99 51.49 70.50 77.80 36.56 58.91 13.70 62.60
Avg. ∆ -46.34 -80.00 -37.46 -31.08 -16.98 -57.46 -17.57 -60.96 -12.31
Table 2: Attack results of the top-3 triggers. We abbreviate not equal and not entailment to not- for
MRPC and RTE, respectively. The baseline represents the original accuracy of model on each category. The
entailment class for MNLI and RTE is more vulnerable than other categories. Trigger1 drops accuracy of
entailment examples from 82.87% to 0.8% on MNLI.
der and the relative position in the sentence, which
exhibits the anomalous behaviors of the model,
i.e., over-relying on these adversarial triggers to
make the prediction. One of the interesting future
works would be using the mined adversarial trig-
gers to break the pathological information interac-
tions in the Transformer, so that we can make the
model less sensitive to the perturbations.
6 Conclusion
We propose self-attention attribution (ATTATTR),
which interprets the information interactions in-
side Transformer and makes the self-attention
mechanism more explainable. We then use the at-
tribution scores to derive the interaction graphs,
which visualizes the information flow of Trans-
former. We conduct a quantitative analysis to
justify the effectiveness of ATTATTR, and under-
stand the receptive field in Transformer. More-
over, we use the proposed method to identify the
most important attention heads, which leads to a
new head pruning algorithm. Finally, we show
that ATTATTR can also be employed to construct
adversarial triggers to implement non-targeted at-
tacks. In the future, we would like to apply
the method to inspect information interactions of
other model architectures, such as LSTM (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997).
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